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Background: Breast cancer is one of the foremost threats to female health nowadays.

Tamoxifen, an antagonist of estrogen receptor-α (ERα), is the first choice for endocrine-

dependent breast cancer (ERα-positive breast cancer) treatment. However, ERα has an impor-

tant function in the normal physical regulation of estrogen, and current oral administration of

tamoxifen has potential side effects on normal endocrine secretion. In the present work, we aim

to develop novel approaches to increase the antitumor effect of tamoxifen on breast cancer

cells and decrease the potential side effects in the human body during treatment.

Methods: A temperature-sensitive phase-change hydrogel for tamoxifen (Tam-Gel) was

generated. After establishing subcutaneous tumors formed by MCF-7, an ERα-positive breast

cancer cell line, in nude mice, an intratumoral injection of Tam-Gel was performed to

examine whether Tam-Gel facilitated the slow-release or antitumor effect of tamoxifen.

A metastatic breast cancer model was established using the intrahepatic growth of MCF-7

cells in immunodeficient rats.

Results: Tam-Gel can transform from liquid to hydrogel at room temperature. An intratu-

moral injection of Tam-Gel facilitated the slow-release or antitumor effect of tamoxifen.

Once Tam-Gel, but not Tam-Sol, was administered by intratumoral injection, it significantly

decreased the uptake of radionuclide probes (18F-fluoroestradiol or 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose)

by cells in rats’ livers and the intrahepatic growth of MCF-7 cells in rats’ livers.

Conclusion: A novel slow-release system was successfully prepared to facilitate the long-

term release of tamoxifen in breast cancer tissues, and achieved an antitumor effect in the

long term.

Keywords: breast cancer, estrogen receptor-α, tamoxifen nanoparticle, temperature-sensitive

phase-change hydrogel

Introduction
Breast cancer is one of the foremost threats to female health nowadays.1–3 Among

the pathological types, endocrine-dependent breast cancer (estrogen receptor-α
[ERα]-positive breast cancer) is the most common subtype of breast cancer and

accounts for most cases. Thus, ERα has been confirmed to be the primary target for

endocrine-dependent breast cancer.4–7 Tamoxifen, an oral antagonist of ERα, is the
first choice for ERα-positive breast cancer treatment.8–11 Although the application

of an oral antagonist of ERα could significantly prolong survival and improve the

quality of life of patients with breast cancer, there are still some problems: 1) ERα
is not only a therapeutic target of endocrine-dependent breast cancer but also an
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important regulator of human physical processes, and oral

administration of tamoxifen has potential side effects on

cardiovascular and muscular systems;12–15 and 2) admin-

istration of tamoxifen orally or by an intravenous drip will

enable the systemic distribution of tamoxifen in the body

and thus limit the concentration of the drug in the breast

cancer lesion.16–20 Therefore, it is valuable to develop

novel approaches to increase the safety and efficacy of

an oral antagonist of ERα for endocrine-dependent breast

cancer treatment.

Although the existing antitumor treatment strategy is

based on oral or intravenous drip therapy strategies, the

precise administration of antitumor drugs in localized

tumor tissues has been achieved by several image-guided

interventional techniques to avoid various toxic and side

effects caused by antitumor drugs.21–23 Therefore, preparing

slow-release and long-acting formulations of antitumor

drugs can not only achieve long-term antitumor effects by

single administration but also help to avoid the side effects

of the drug.24,25 In the present work, a temperature-sensitive

phase-change hydrogel of tamoxifen was established. Tam-

hydrogel (Tam-Gel) was injected intratumorally in estab-

lished subcutaneous MCF-7 tumors or intrahepatic MCF-7

tumors. The slow release of tamoxifen in the blood and

tumor tissues was measured. Tumor growth was identified

by measuring tumor volumes, tumor weight and nodule

area, or by micro-positron emission tomography (micro-

PET) screening.

Material and methods
Cell lines and agents
MCF-7 cells (an ERα-positive breast cancer cell line) were
purchased from the Type Culture Collection of the Chinese

Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, People’s Republic of

China), an organization possessing biological samples

typical to the Chinese government, a gift from Dr Feng

Fan maintained under conditions described in the previous

work.26 Tamoxifen (cat no S1192) was purchased from the

Selleck Corporation (Houston, TX, USA). Poly(lactic-co-

glycolic acid)– polyethylene glycol (PLGA-PEG) was pur-

chased from Dai-Gang Corporation (Jinan City, Shandong

Province, People's Republic of China). The results of

infrared detection and nuclear magnetic detection at simi-

lar physiological temperatures of PLGA-PEG are shown in

Figures S1 and S2. All experiments, protocols and use of

cell lines were approved by the Ethics Committee of the

First Affiliated Hospital of Xi’an Jiao Tong University.

Preparation of tamoxifen formulations
To prepare tamoxifen-hydrogel (Tam-Gel), tamoxifen

citrate powder was accurately dissolved in acetone, and

the prepared acetone solution was slowly added dropwise

to a 5% aqueous solution of glucose, under stirring, to

obtain a suspension of tamoxifen nanoparticles (nanosus-

pension). The amount of acetone used in preparing tamox-

ifen was 1 mL of acetone per 1 mg of drug. Acetone was

removed from nanosuspension using a dialysis method,

and the suspension was freeze-dried to remove water,

resulting in nanoparticle freeze-dried powder. The solution

of PLGA-PEG-PLGA in PBS was prepared at 10°C and

added to the nanoparticle freeze-dried powder. The mix-

ture was stirred at 10°C to prepare the tamoxifen hydrogel

(named Tam-Gel). Acetone was removed from the suspen-

sion of tamoxifen nanoparticles (nanosuspension) in PBS;

this was named Tam-Sol and used as a control. The final

concentration of tamoxifen in its Tam-Sol or Tam-Gel

form was almost 2 mg/mL. To examine the phase transi-

tion of Tam-Gel from liquid to hydrogel, the apparent

viscosity η (Pa/s) of Tam-Gel with different concentrations

of PLGA-PEG-PLGA as a function of temperature (°C)

was examined. The phase-transition temperature (T1/2) was

calculated based on apparent viscosity–temperature

curves. The phase transition of hydrogels with indicated

PLGA-PEG-PLGA amounts (5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5 and

15.0%) was examined. The effect of pH values on the

phase transition of hydrogels was also examined under

indicated pH values (7.4, 7.2, 7.0, 6.8 and 6.6).

After the tamoxifen had been dissolved in an organic

solvent (eg, DMSO), the tamoxifen solution was obtained

by dilution with PBS to form the Tam-Sol formulation,

used as a control. The concentrations of tamoxifen in Tam-

Gel and Tam-Sol were basically the same, by controlling

the amount of PBS added to the formulations.

In vitro and in vivo release of tamoxifen

from Tam-Gel
For the in vitro release of tamoxifen from Tam-Gel, Tam-Gel

was incubated in sterilized PBS. Samples of PBS were col-

lected at indicated time-points and extracted with acetonitrile

(ACN). Next, the tamoxifen in the samples was detected by

liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS

/MS), as described in previous publications.27,28

For the in vivo release of tamoxifen from Tam-Gel,

subcutaneous tumor animal models were used. All animal

experiments included in the present work were permitted by
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the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of The

First Affiliated Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong University School

of Medicine and were carried out in accordance with the UK

Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act of 1986 and associated

guidelines. MCF-7 cells were injected into nude mice (1×107

cells per animal) to form subcutaneous tumors.29,30 The

tumor volumes were calculated as: Tumor length × Tumor

width × Tumor width/2. When the volume of the subcuta-

neous tumors reached almost 1200–1500 mm3, the tamox-

ifen formulations (Tam-Sol and Tam-Gel) were injected into

these tumors. Nude mice were harvested at indicated time-

points, and tumor tissues were collected. Collected tumor

tissues were lysed, and the tamoxifen remaining in the tumor

tissues was extracted with ACN for LC-MS/MS examination

following the methods described previously.27,28

In vivo antitumor effects of tamoxifen

formulations
For the subcutaneous tumor model, MCF-7 cells were

injected into nude mice. When tumor volumes reached

almost 1000–1200 mm3, Tam-Sol or Tam-Gel was injected

into the tumor tissues. Each tumor could be injected with

about 50 μL of tamoxifen formulations. After 3–4 weeks’

growth, tumors were harvested, and the tumor weights or

volumes were measured.

For the intrahepaticmodel in immunodeficient rats,MCF-7

cells were first seeded into nude mice to form subcutaneous

tumors. Next, subcutaneous tumor tissues formed by MCF-7

cells were harvested and microblocks of subcutaneous tumor

tissues with equal weights were prepared via weighing using

a precision balance. Then, microblocks of subcutaneous tumor

tissues with equal weights were seeded into immunodeficient

rats’ livers by open laparotomy (Table S1). After 5–6 weeks’

growth, intrahepatic tumors formed in the rats’ livers.

Formulations of tamoxifen, Tam-Sol or Tam-Gelwere injected

into the MCF-7 lesions in the rats’ livers by open laparotomy

(50 μL per injection). At each time-point, mice were injected

intravenously with 200 μCi (7.4 MBq) of 18F-radiolabeled

fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) or 100 μCi (3.7 MBq) of
18F-radiolabeled fluoroestradiol (18F-FES) and examined by

a positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/

CT) scanner (Philips, Amsterdam, TheNetherlands) following

previously published methods.31–33 Ci is a unit of nuclear

intensity: 1 Curie (Ci) equals 3.7×1010 Becquerels (Bq); so,

in this study, 200μCi=7.4MBqand 100μCi=3.7MBq.Results

from images or liver organs were quantifiably analyzed by

ImageJ software following previous methods.34,35

Ethics statement
The use of cell lines was approved by the Ethics

Committee of The First Affiliated Hospital of Xi’an

Jiaotong University School of Medicine. The use of ani-

mals was permitted by the Institutional Animal Care and

Use Committee of The First Affiliated Hospital of Xi’an

Jiaotong University School of Medicine and were carried

out in accordance with the UK Animals (Scientific

Procedures) Act of 1986 and associated guidelines.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out by a two-way ANOVA

without Bonferroni correction using SPSS statistics software

(IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). The phase-transition tem-

perature (T1/2) of Tam-Gel or half-life (t1/2 value) of tamoxifen

in Tam-Gel or the tumor tissues was calculated with Origin

statistics software (version 8.5; OriginLab Corp.,

Northampton, MA, USA). A P-value <0.05 was considered

to indicate a statistically significant difference between groups.

Results
Preparation of the temperature-sensitive

phase-transition hydrogel of tamoxifen
First, the temperature-sensitive phase transition of tamoxifen

was prepared, and its physicochemical properties were iden-

tified. Table 1 shows the T1/2 values of Tam-Gel containing

the indicated concentrations of PLGA-PEG-PLGA. The T1/2
value of Tam-Gel containing 10% PLGA-PEG-PLGA was

nearest to body temperature (37.14±0.66°C), so the 10%

concentration of PLGA-PEG-PLGA was used in the next

steps of the experiments. Table 2 shows the T1/2 values of

Tam-Gel containing 10%PLGA-PEG-PLGA at the indicated

pH values. The results show that the changes in pH did not

affect the T1/2 of hydrogel within the selected pH range.

Next, Tam-Gel images from the transmission elec-

tron microscope were obtained. As shown in Figure 1,

the particle diameter of the tamoxifen nanoparticles was

Table 1 Phase-transition (T1/2) values of Tam-Gel at indicated

concentrations of PLGA-PEG-PLGA

PLGA-PEG-PLGA (%) T1/2 (°C)

5.0 53.38±0.17

7.5 44.92±0.53

10.0 37.14±0.66

12.5 27.69±0.44

15.0 15.08±0.11
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almost 120 nm and the particles were uniformly distrib-

uted in the PLGA-PEG-PLGA hydrogel. Therefore, we

successfully prepared a tamoxifen temperature-sensitive

phase-change hydrogel (Tam-Gel).

In vitro release of tamoxifen from

Tam-Gel
To examine whether Tam-Gel could achieve the slow release

of tamoxifen, the in vitro release of tamoxifen fromTam-Gel to

PBS was examined by LC-MS/MS experiments. As shown in

Figure 2, Tam-Gel achieved the slow release of tamoxifen

from the temperature-sensitive phase-transition hydrogel of

tamoxifen (Tam-Gel). Tamoxifen was sustained in Tam-Gel

for more than 400 hours and the half-life (t1/2) of tamoxifen

release from Tam-Gel (sustained in hydrogel) was 194.41

±12.60 hours. Table 3 shows the t1/2 values of tamoxifen

release from Tam-Gel at the indicated pH values. The results

indicate that the changes in pH did not affect the t1/2 of

tamoxifen release from Tam-Gel within the selected pH

range (pH 7.4–6.6). Therefore, the preparation of tamoxifen

in the Tam-Gel formulation achieved the slow release of

in vitro tamoxifen.

In vivo release of tamoxifen from tumor

tissues injected with tamoxifen formulations
To examine whether the Tam-Gel preparation could

achieve the in vivo slow release or long-term sustained

Table 2 Phase-transition (T1/2) values of Tam-Gel at indicated pH

values

pH T1/2 (°C)

7.4 36.82±0.51

7.2 37.08±0.22

7.0 37.17±1.35

6.8 37.48±0.84

6.6 37.89±0.74
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Figure 1 Characteristics of temperature-sensitive phase-change hydrogels of tamoxifen. (A, B) images of Tam-Gel from the transmission electron microscope. The scale bar

indicates 500 nm (A) or 100 nm (B). (C) Particle diameters of tamoxifen nanoparticles, shown as a distribution figure. White arrows indicate the tamoxifen nanoparticles (A, B).
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Figure 2 Preparation of Tam-Gel achieves in vitro long-term release of tamoxifen from Tam-Gel. Tam-Gel was incubated with PBS. Then, tamoxifen sustained in Tam-Gel

samples at the indicated time-points was determined by LC-MS/MS experiments. Representative LC-MS/MS maps are shown at (A) 0 hours, (B) 72 hours, (C) 408 hours,

and (D) 522 hours. (E) Sustained release curve of tamoxifen in Tam-Gel (mean±SD).

Abbreviation: LC-MS/MS, liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry.
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features of tamoxifen in tumor tissues, MCF-7 cells were

subcutaneously injected into nude mice to form subcuta-

neous tumors. Once the volumes of the subcutaneous

tumors had reached 1200–1500 mm3, tamoxifen

formulations (Tam-Gel or Tam-Sol) were injected into

the subcutaneous tumors, and the tumor tissues were har-

vested at the indicated time-points for LC-MS/MS analy-

sis. As shown in Figure 3, after intratumoral injection of

Tam-Sol, tamoxifen was quickly released and almost com-

pletely cleared from the tumor tissues within 48 hours. The

t1/2 value of tamoxifen in tumor tissues injected with

tamoxifen (Tam-Sol) was 13.08±1.14 hours.

Moreover, the intratumoral injection of Tam-Gel

achieved slower and more sustained release of tamox-

ifen in tumor tissues compared to the Tam-Sol injection

group. The t1/2 value of tamoxifen in tumor tissues

injected with tamoxifen (Tam-Gel) was 137.95±11.72

hours. Moreover, after the injection of Tam-Gel in the

Table 3 Half-life (t1/2) times of tamoxifen release from Tam-Gel

at indicated pH values

pH t1/2 (hours)

7.4 201.91±7.25

7.2 198.06±14.52

7.0 195.12±9.88

6.8 190.50±3.50

6.6 188.55±11.03
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Figure 3 Preparation of Tam-Gel achieves in vivo long-term release of tamoxifen from Tam-Gel in a nude mouse subcutaneous tumor model. Tam-Gel or Tam-Sol was

injected into subcutaneous tumors, and tumor tissues were collected at the indicated time-points. Then, tamoxifen sustained in the tumor tissue samples at the indicated

time points was determined by LC-MS/MS experiments. For the Tam-Gel injection group, representative LC-MS/MS maps are shown at (A) 0 hours, (B) 12 hours, (C) 24

hours, (D) 48 hours, and (E) 288 hours. For the Tam-Sol injection group, representative LC-MS/MS maps are shown at (F) 0 hours, (G) 12 hours, (H) 24 hours, and (I) 48
hours. (J) Sustained release curve of tamoxifen in Tam-Gel (mean±SD).

Abbreviation: LC-MS/MS, liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry.
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tumor tissues, tamoxifen could still be detected in the

tumor tissues at the 500 hour time-point (Figure 3).

Therefore, the intratumoral injection of Tam-Gel

achieved the slow release and long sustainability of

tamoxifen in tumor tissues formed by MCF-7 cells.

Long-acting antitumor effect of a single

administration of Tam-Gel in tumor

tissues
To further examine the antitumor effect of Tam-Gel on

breast cancer cells, the subcutaneous model or intrahepatic

model of MCF-7 was used. As shown in Figure 4, a single

administration/one-dose administration of Tam-Gel, but

not Tam-Sol or the solvent control, inhibited the subcuta-

neous growth of MCF-7 cells in nude mice.

The in vivo inhibition of activation of ERα by tamoxifen

was examined bymicro-PETscreening of 18F-FES absorption.

Single administration of Tam-Gel, but not Tam-Sol or the

solvent control, inhibited the intrahepatic growth of MCF-7

cells in immunodeficient rats (Figures 5 and 6). The intrahe-

patic growth of MCF-7 cells in immunodeficient rats’ livers

was examined by micro-PET screening of rats after the injec-

tion of nuclear probes. First, the absorption of estrogen nuclear

probes (18F-FES) byMCF-7 cells was examined. As shown in

Figure 5, the intratumoral injection of the solvent control did

not inhibit the absorption of 18F-FES by the MCF-7 cells.

A single administration of Tam-Sol by intratumoral injection

inhibited the absorption of estrogen byMCF-7 cells only at day

2 but not at subsequent time-points, whereas one administra-

tion of Tam-Gel could inhibit the absorption of 18F-FES by

MCF-7 cells at the indicated time-points (from day 2 to 23) for

a long time.

Next, the in vivo inhibition of the MCF-7 cells’ growth

was examined by micro-PET screening of the 18F-FDG

absorption (Figures 6 and 7). The intrahepatic growth of the
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Figure 4 A single administration (one-dose administration) of Tam-Gel, but not Tam-Sol, inhibits the subcutaneous growth of MCF-7 cells in nude mice. MCF-7 cells were

seeded into nude mice to form subcutaneous tumors. When tumor volumes reached 1200–1500 mm3, Tam-Gel or Tam-Sol was injected into the subcutaneous tumors.

After 3–4 weeks’ growth, the tumors were harvested. (A) Displays the images of the tumors. Results are shown as (B) tumor volumes, (C) inhibition rates from tumor

volumes, and (D) tumor weight and (E) tumor inhibition rates from tumor weights. *P<0.05.
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MCF-7 cells was examined by micro-PET screening of rats

that received 18F-FDG nuclear probes or images of rats’ livers

with tumor lesions formed by MCF-7 cells (Figures 6 and 7).

As shown in Figure 6, a single administration of Tam-Gel, but

not Tam-Sol or the solvent control, inhibited the intensity of
18F-FDG nuclear probes in the liver region of rats for a long

time. At day 24, rats were harvested. Images of their livers

with the formed lesions are shown in Figure 7. The results

indicated that only Tam-Gel, but not Tam-Sol or the solvent

control, inhibited the MCF-7 tumor volumes in rats’ livers.

Therefore, intratumoral injection of Tam-Gel achieved the

long-acting antitumor activation of tamoxifen onMCF-7 cells.

Discussion
Breast cancer is the biggest threat to female health and one of

the foremost causes of death from cancers affecting

females.36,37 In fact, among the three main subtypes of breast

cancer, about 70% of all breast cancer patients suffer from

endocrine-related/dependent breast cancer and have ERα-
positive tumors.38,39 Therefore, ERα is the prime target for

breast cancer treatment.40,41 Antagonists of ERα, for exam-

ple, tamoxifen and fulvestrant, have been widely used to treat

patients with breast cancer.42,43 In the presence of tamoxifen,

ERα binds preferentially and recruits the transcriptional cor-

epressors, N-CoR and SMRT.44 Recruitment of these core-

pressors induced by tamoxifen not only decreases the

expression of ERα’s downstream genes but also inhibits the
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Figure 5 A single administration (one-dose administration) of Tam-Gel, but not Tam-

Sol, achieves long-acting inhibition of 18F-FES absorption by MCF-7 in immunodefi-

cient rats’ liver lesions. (A) Micro-positron emission tomography images at the

indicated time-points, (B) quantitative analysis results of images, and (C) inhibition

rates from the quantitative analysis results of the images. *P<0.05 (B); *P<0.05, Tam-

Sol group vs Tam-Gel group (C).

Abbreviation: 18F-FES, 18F-fluoroestradiol.
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Figure 6 A single administration (one-dose administration) of Tam-Gel, but not Tam-

Sol, achieves long-acting inhibition of 18F-FDG absorption by MCF-7 in immunodefi-

cient rats’ liver lesions. (A) Micro-positron emission tomography images at the

indicated time-points, (B) quantitative analysis results of images, and (C) inhibition

rates from the quantitative analysis results of the images. *P<0.05 (B); *P<0.05, vs
Tam-Sol group vs Tam-Gel group (C).
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Quantitative results of the lesions’ area by total liver area (mean±SD). (C) Inhibition

rates calculated from the quantitative results. *P<0.05.
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proliferation of breast cancer cells.39,44 Although antitumor

treatment of endocrine-dependent breast cancer has made

great progress, considerably prolonging the survival of

patients and improving their prognosis, current therapeutic

strategies, such as oral administration of tamoxifen citrate

tablets, still have many problems. These problems include: 1)

oral administration of tamoxifen leads to a wide distribution

of the drug in various organs of the human body; the effective

concentration of the drug in tumor lesions is low, and the

drug utilization is also insufficient; and 2) estrogen receptors

not only are key regulators of normal endocrine regulation

but also play significant roles in other important physiologi-

cal processes, such as in osteoclasts; therefore, oral adminis-

tration of estrogen receptor antagonists could interfere with

the normal physiological regulation of various organs in the

body while treating breast cancer, and induce side effects.

To avoid these problems, this study prepared a new

pharmaceutical formulation of tamoxifen, a temperature-

sensitive phase-change hydrogel of tamoxifen (Tam-Gel)

, and achieved direct administration in tumor tissues.

The solubility of tamoxifen is poor, and the preparation

of tamoxifen as a nanoparticle not only improved its

chemical properties but also accommodated large

amounts of tamoxifen in small volumes. Tamoxifen

nanoparticles were prepared into gels using PLGA-

PEG-PLGA. Tam-Gel appears as a liquid state at room

temperature and undergoes a phase change to convert to

a hydrogel state at body temperature. After the Tam-Gel

hydrogel was injected into the tumor tissue, the drug

was released by the dissolution of the gel into the tumor

tissue, thereby achieving the sustained release of the

drug in the tumor tissue. PLGA-PEG-PLGA is a novel

organic polymer material with good safety and is fully

biodegradable.45–47 It also has the chemistry of sol-gel

conversion and could be used to prepare temperature-

sensitive phase-change hydrogels. At body temperature,

the biopolymer chains in PLGA-PEG formulations

undergo stretching and cross-linking, eventually under-

going phase transformation, converting from liquid to

hydrogel.48,49 The formulation has different ratios of

PLGA-PEG, and its phase-transition temperatures are

also different. In the present work, the phase-transition

temperature of PLGA-PEG hydrogel is near body tem-

perature. In a gel prepared with PLGA-PEG-PLGA, the

amount of PLGA-PEG-PLGA is small, the mechanical

strength of the gel is good, the drug is slowed down and

the sustained release time is long.50,51 Therefore, the gel

prepared in this study can achieve drug limitation in

tumor tissues, avoiding potential toxic side effects on

various organs of the body.

Current breast cancer research mainly uses breast

cancer cells or patient-derived cells/tissues to establish

a subcutaneous tumor model in nude mice;52,53

although the subcutaneous tumor model is widely

used as a classic in vivo research method, subcutaneous

tumors cannot mimic the microenvironment of human

cancers, and recent studies have focused on establish-

ing in situ tumor models (establishing a tumor tissue

model in a malignant, tumor-derived organ). However,

the in situ tumor models of breast cancer cells are still

similar to the subcutaneous tumors. Therefore, this

study used immunodeficient rats to establish the lesions

caused by MCF-7 cells in the livers of the animals.

Establishment of an intrahepatic tumor model in rats

can mimic the liver metastasis of breast cancer and the

growth of MCF-7 cells in organs. Compared with the

nude mouse tumor model, the immunodeficient rats

have a larger body volume. The intrahepatic tumor

tissue obtained in this study can achieve intratumoral

drug administration and will be widely used in the

future for ultrasound-guided abdominal puncture and

other precise drug-delivery methods.

In the present work, tamoxifen was used. Tamoxifen has

often been administered orally to patients. There has been

some research focusing on the drug-delivery system of tamox-

ifen nanoparticles.54,55 However, there have been no reports on

the formulation of tamoxifen to maintain the drug in breast

cancer. Medical image-guided interventional therapeutic stra-

tegies, such as CT-guided abdominal puncture and digital

subtraction angiography-guided transcatheter arterial che-

moembolization, can directly inject antitumor drugs into

tumor lesions, and also achieve long-term effects of a single

administration after the injection of a sustained-release pre-

paration of the drug into tumor tissue.56,57 This strategy could

not only relieve the economic burden on patients but also

alleviate the side effects of the drugs.21 Currently, the choice

of drugs in interventional therapeutic strategies is limited, and

Tam-Gel can be accurately administered by ultrasound-guided

or CT-guided percutaneous puncture. Fulvestrant (ICI-

182780), another antagonist of estrogen receptors, has also

beenwidely used as first-line or second-line therapy for locally

advanced or metastatic breast cancer.58,59 Fulvestrant is also

the foremost therapeutic choice for post-menopausal patients

with breast cancer.60,61 In the future, we will try to establish

various new pharmaceutical formulations of fulvestrant to

achieve more effective antitumor treatments for breast cancer.
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Moreover, there are other strategies to prepare controlled-

release or slow-release systems.62–64 The drug loading amount

in the present work is almost 2 mg/mL. It will be valuable to

develop novel controlled-release or slow-release systems for

drugs by other strategies.

Conclusion
In this study, a novel slow-release system was successfully

prepared that facilitates the long-term release of tamoxifen

in breast cancer tissues and achieves an antitumor effect in

the long term.
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Supplementary materials

Figure S1 The infrared detection of PLGA-PEG.

Figure S2 >Nuclear magnetic detection of PLGA-PEG.

Table S1 Weights of tumor tissues seeded into rats' livers

Animal Untreated group Solvent control Tam-Sol Tam-Gel

Weight of tumor tissues seeded (mg)

No. 1 109.7 115.4 120.6 115.8

No. 2 111.9 117.1 102.3 109.8

No. 3 106.7 114.3 120.1 106.6

No. 4 104.7 111.6 110.5 108.8

No. 5 116.1 109.2 110.3 107.4
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